Combination Microwave Oven
ILCM45 BV (Black Glass)

ILVE’s Combination Microwave oven allows you to cook in a microwave oven with a grill, oven functions, or as a combination of the different methods of cooking. The combination between the microwave and traditional cooking systems provides for example a reduction of execution times and therefore energy savings (compared to traditional ovens), obtaining the same results of cooking but in a reduced space.

The ovens of the series Creative Compact are proposed with the most advanced electronics, can offer up to 60 automatic cooking programs and up to 100 custom programs with the function of storing this simplified on the digital display.

Control Panel
Dashboard with steering sensor and memory for recipes: ensures easy use of the oven with simplified management

Oven Cavity
To increase the duration and cleaning the oven interior is stainless steel.

Turntable
Tempered glass and is resistant to high temperatures, helps in the creation of specific cooking with the microwave only

Keep Warm
The combination microwave oven has multiple uses, to keep food warm or cook at low temperatures. It has adjustable temperatures from ranging from 40°C to 70°C.
Open at the sides of the shelf allow you to remove plates and dishes comfortably without coming into contact with the hot parts; the front is at room temperature and the closure is cushioned.

Electric grill
Allows a wide variety of useful applications and cooking mixed, which enhance taste and aesthetics of the dishes to be realised as lasagna, casseroles, meatloaf, etc.

AUTO Recipes
Automatic cooking programs of the tastiest recipes, already programmed and edited, and also space for recording your preferences.
Combination Microwave Oven
ILCM45 BV (Black Glass)

• AS304 stainless steel interior
• 35 litres capacity
• 9 combi functions
• pre-selected meal functions
• 6 microwave cooking levels
• forced-air cooking
• combi microwave and forced-air cooking
• combi microwave cooking and grill
• electronic timer and clock
• tangential cooling fan
• child safety lock
• 1 x round grill
• 1 x stainless steel tray with support grill
• 1 x rotating grill

Technical Information
Product Dimensions: 594W x 455H x 533D
Hard wired
Supplied with 1.2M cable